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”…: we must come down to earth from the clouds where we live in vagueness, and
experience the most real thing there is: material.”
											
										
Anni Albers
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1.2 Abstract
Sculptural Textiles is a material investigation exploring sculptural possibilities for machine woven
textiles. Two important factors are yarn combinations and textile construction, and how these two
together can result in fabrics that can be manipulated by hand into shapes and thus adaptable to
various settings. The essence of this project is in the meeting between contrasts such as shinydull, elastic-stiff, transparent-opaque, natural and synthetic and how these meetings can create
sculptural qualities. The project is aiming to create a range of sculptural textiles as well as being
an exploration in material. Construction and density are tools to bring forth the beauty and function of the materials. The result is a range of textiles showing that small changes in material and
construction can lead to different sculptural characteristics.

1.2 Keywords
Woven, textile design, textile construction, sculptural, pleats, folding, shape, form
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1.1 Representative Images of Work

Photos: Jan Berg
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2. Introduction to the Field: Motive, Idea, Aim
2.1 Introduction to the Field
Machine Woven Textile Design
Sculptural Textiles brings together two worlds, the industrial and the crafted one. The exact and
controlled repetition of the weaving of an industrial dobby machine meet the sensible and not as
exact manipulation of hands. "Handweaving can go both ways; to become art it needs nothing
but its own high development and adjustment in all its properties, —to become utilitarian it needs
today the help of machines if it is to be more than a mere luxury." (Albers 1941, p. 5). Similarly, if
machine weaving is not to be more than flat in expression, that is, flat in it's expression because it
can not be anything else when mass produced, it needs the touch of the hand.

Sculptural Expressions in Various Disciplines
Is there a difference between sculpture and sculptural? According to Cambridge Advanced
Learner's Dictionary 2005, the word sculpture and therefore also the word sculptural mean the art
of forming a solid object that could represent a person or an idea that is connected to art. Sculpture could be a physical result of the artist's reaction to matters that are going on in the world,
either our common world or the artist's inner world, or an object portraying something or someone. Sculpture is a word fixated to an object, whilst sculptural is an adjective describing an expression, which makes it possible to apply on everything. On this note, the words sculpture and
sculptural can be associated with both rigid and hard looking as well as pliable and soft looking
forms, and this work means to explore both expressions.
Working with sculptural qualities may result in soft and hard shapes and the expression is used
in many disciplines such as textile design, art, fashion and architecture among others. There are
several artists who approach sculpture in different ways. For instance, sculptor Richard Serra,
makes large scale metal sculptures. He often forms the material in a circular, or rounded and soft
way, something you might not associate with metal at first. Sheets of metal looking relatively thin
when meeting their own large format, making its features contradictive and interesting.
Contradictions, contrasts and opposites are components applicable to any discipline and a
never ending source for inspiration to investigate. Fashion designer Matilda Norberg has created
rounded sculptural yet elegant knitted shapes in her MA graduate collection from Royal College
of Art. They surround the body and enhance sometimes a part of the body and sometimes themselves. As if the body and the shape are in competing yet playful cofunction to one another.
German textile designer Lucia Schwalenberg makes sofisticated pieces of collapse weaves including shawls and art pieces that are highly texturised and light weight in appearance. Collapse
weaves are constructions that change in contact with water because of high twist yarns and
occasionally elastic yarns (Richards, 2012). Often natural yarns are used such as wool, silk, linen
and in Schwalenberg's case also metal. This technique is an interesting example of how to combine contrasting yarns to gain shape in both a random and hand manipulating way because the
final result relies on both technical knowledge as well as chance. This type of constructions could
also be called sculptural, though as a small scale and very pliable variant that in size and expression, which is texturised, suits the scale of the human body and is also associated with it.
When it comes to sculptural textile art Kyoko Kumai is a Japanese pioneer in making hand wo13

Due to copyright law this photo is
missing.

“Band” sculpture by
Richard Serra

Matilda Norberg
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Lucia Schwalenberg

“KUU” by
Kyoko Kumai
Due to copyright law
this photo is missing.
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“Långsamt snabba rörelser”
Brita Huggert

“ARCHIFOLDS”
Samira Boon
Photo:
Rene van der Hulst
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ven large scale textile art in 100% metal. Metal, though, is an obvious way of working sculptural, because it is given that the material is possible to shape. Therefore it was interesting for this
project to investigate combinations of yarns and various densities to make it less obvious that the
finished material because of it's sparseness and fragility or choice of yarns could be sculptural.
Two designers that work with sculptural textile art or design are Brita Huggert and Samira Boon,
both making projects relevant for this degree work. The first being an MA textile crafts graduate from HDK Academy of Design and Crafts in Gothenburg, Sweden. And the second a Dutch
designer with a truly exciting research project called Archi Folds that focused on constructing
textiles towards architecture that behave as building material by integrating folding techniques
in the construction of the material. Huggert does hand woven art and sculpture, a process where
the hand is present from beginning to the end. In contrast to Boon that prepares most material
in a way so that the fabric comes out from the machine as finished as possible. All the way from
programming the construction to the finished fabric in computer; the textiles coming out from the
machine with pathways for the folds, and material in the right places to make the folding easier.
However, sketching is made by hand by folding paper.

2.2 Motive and Idea
This degree work brings together the worlds of industrial production and the work of the hand,
suggesting textile material examples that can be art but also utilisable textiles because of their
sculptural and adaptable character. Thus placing itself between works like the ones made by Brita Huggert and Samira Boon. Sculptural Textiles is a material investigation, looking into how construction and combinations of contrasting yarns can lead to sculptural qualities in woven textiles.
Yarn characteristics like shiny, dull, elastic, stiff, transparent, opaque, rough, smooth, natural and
synthetic are used together with different constructions to explore interaction between the yarns
and the interplay they create together in the structure of the fabric. Two important factors are the
material and the construction. The materials are evaluated and selected according to how well
they can be manipulated mechanically by hand or the inherent changing qualities they possess
that are suitable for holding a shape. Anni Albers beautifully explained the relation of structure
and material already in her book On Weaving (2003, p.38) ”The structure of a fabric or its weave
- that is, the fastening of its elements of threads to each other - is as much a determining factor in
its function as is the choice of the raw material. In fact, the interrelation of the two, subtle play between them in supporting, impeding, or modifying each other’s characteristics is the essence of
weaving.” By experimenting with classical bindings this project explores how to use the qualities
of a material for a certain purpose, which is sculptural effects.
Also, shaping something by hand leaves endless possibilities in steering the finished result towards specific needs. The touch of the hand in combination with an industrial production process makes the end result less flat and gain positive qualities by the imperfections of the hand.
Basically this exam work is a material investigation with an interest in the possibilities to engineer
fabrics that can go from flat to adaptable depending on the need of a certain space. The sculptural aim is also a way of focusing the material investigation by having a specific goal to analyse
samples towards.

2.3 Aim
To create a range of textiles adaptable to various settings by exploring the relation between
weave bindings, densities and contrasting yarn qualities with focus on sculptural possibilities.
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3 Method and Development
3.1 Design method and Design of Experiments
Background
This degree work is a continuation of the project Woven Knit where the idea of woven textiles that
behave like hand knitted fabrics was explored. In this project machine wash and elastic yarns
were a main method for transforming the textiles from being stiff and looking traditionally woven,
to look bulky and being elastic, resembling hand knitted fabrics. The end of the study resulted in
swatches of fabric with monofilament warp and wool and cotton/elastane weft that had sculptural
qualities in a way that they created vertical folds in warp direction after being wet processed. This
opened up for the idea to experiment with the effect of meetings between contrasting materials
like shiny, dull, elastic, stiff, transparent and opaque yarns to create sculptural effects.
Woven Knit
Warp: transparent monofilament
Weft: unbleached cotton/elastane, shrinking wool
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Woven Knit
Warp: transparent monofilament
Weft: black cotton/elastane, unbleached cotton/elastane
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Development of Artistic Expression through Material Investigation
When working with material and especially when having it as a main focus, receptiveness to
the characteristics of the fibres are essential (Albers 2003). Letting the material lead the way
by sketching directly in the machines and not really knowing the outcome is the method of this
project. This intuitive method is helpful when wanting to keep an open mind towards combinations of material. Tryouts are analysed by observing how the yarns react to each other in various
combinations and what combinations that are possible to sculpt or shape. Eventually when getting to know how the yarns, fibre characteristics and finished material work together, more and
more conscious design decisions can be made. This method corresponds with the theory of
Constructive Design Research presented by Koskinen (2011), because by having an experimental approach in the design process by sketching in the machines with combinations of material
and bindings where the outcome is unknown, is a way of constructing knowledge and pursuing
research (Koskinen, 2011).

Method Process: weaving - sculpting - evaluating
The weaving part consists of comparing yarns, finding out contrasts and qualities, making of
bindings and punch cards. Then weaving directly in the machines, testing yarn combinations,
trying out different densities and keep going until there is several qualities in the machine that
can be shaped somehow. Then taking it out, process it by shaping it with the hands, washing or
folding. Lastly evaluating the result and then do necessary changes in construction or changing
yarn qualities or combinations, redo punch cards to refine the next tryout. Sometimes the differences in the finished materials are not apparent, but small changes in density or material can
have subtle yet important effects on the finished result. For example, reducing a couple of picks
in weft direction in a pleated fabric might not be noticed at once. But it will make the fabric more
sparse, thus more loose and therefore more pliable and possible to shape in another way than a
more denser woven fabric.

3.2 Development and Design Rationale
Materials
The materials that are useful in this study are filament fibres like stainless steel and copper for
their sculptural and light reflective properties, and transparent and black monofilament for their
hard but still pliable character. The outer characteristics of the transparent monofilament reflects
light as well as letting light flow through its core and the black monofilament is dark and sharp
and works well in contrast to other fibres. These combined with natural fibres can be exciting. For
example, linen, which is a very lustrous yet raw looking fibre and wool because it is dull and hairy.
Furthermore, high twist crepe yarns like wool crepe which has a inherent energy that releases
with wet finishing. And different kinds of elastane blends for making the structures flexible and
movable and helping the other materials to stretch or withdraw stands in contrast to the more stiff
materials. Wool is interesting because it changes completely in expression depending on what
temperature it is washed in or how it is processed in water. However, wool might be more interesting to use in the weft than in the warp because it can cause interesting structures by behaving
unexpected based on how it is treated and woven into the warp.
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1. black monofilament		
2. yellow linen				
3. brass				
4. copper				
5. wool/elastane			
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6. thin unbleached linen			
7. thick unbleached linen (warp)		
8. stainless steel				
9. pigeon-blue					
10. lavender linen

11. black linen
12. grey-green linen
13. light grey linen
14. transparent monofilament

There are different ways of gaining dynamic structures for example by using the same yarn butvary the constructions, or the opposite; using the same weaves and change the yarn qualities,
like thickness (Richards 2012, p. 125-127). Or like in this project using the same bindings and
materials but changing the density. A fabric can look completely different just by changing its
density just some picks in the weft direction or the same binding but changing the yarn. Even the
impression of colour can change much by taking away or adding picks in density. When using
mostly the natural colour of the yarns and no dye this is a very smart way to make gradients or
making it possible to incorporate various shades of the same colour in the textiles. Densities can
also be helpful when wanting to create sparse fabrics for yarns that change in water. If there are
too few shafts in the machine, sparseness can be a tool to give the yarns that extra space for
extra movement when they come in contact with water.

Three densities = three shades
Warp: transparent monofilament
Weft: black linen
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Colours
From the beginning a decision was made to work with the natural colour of the fibres as much
as possible, just as in Woven Knit. Firstly because the analysing of the samples would be more
precise and easy for the eye, and secondly it seemed more interesting. To choose colours from a
sea of colours did not seem as much of a challenge than trying to enhance contrasts in the material’s original colours. However some exceptions were made to make the final visual expression
more nuanced.

Bindings
Classical basic bindings like plain weave, panama and satin were chosen to give more room to
focus on material choices in the working process. These bindings do not draw too much attention
to themselves but allow more attention towards the yarn qualities and raw materials. What makes
this choice even more interesting is the challenge to make something sculptural without having a
super advanced construction.

Machines
All weaving was done on industrial dobby machines. One 16 shaft dobby with transparent monofilament (polyeten plastic) warp, and one 8 shaft dobby with linen warp that was prepared and
set up with help from weaving technicians. Tryouts were made in an electronic hand loom before
starting the process of setting up a new warp, see pictures 7, 9 and 11. It is significant to understand the process of setting up the first elements that starts the design process in order to gain
deeper knowledge. As Gordon states (1978) this results in a "deep, intuitive appreciation of the
inherent cussedness of materials, structures [and] is one of the most valuable accomplishments
an engineer can have. No purely intellectual quality is really a substitute for this" (p.63). These
warps were chosen because of their stiff character that was considered good for giving stability
and the fact that one is transparent and the other is not is a simple and obvious contrast, which
is a part of the projects aim. Linen is a hard material with no inherent ability to change but on the
other hand it corresponded with the aim in a way that it is believed to be helpful in creating sculptural or stiff structures like the vertical folds in the swatches of Woven Knit.
Linen is a much stronger fibre than silk, cotton and wool when trying to break deliberately
(strength), but the weakest of them when it comes to how resistant it is to absorbing energy from
sudden hits of a shuttle while weaving (toughness). A small hit can create a crack in the fibre
which easily leads through the whole fibre and breaks it (Richards 2012, p.12). Despite this a
single although thick linen yarn was chosen for one warp because of its stiffness and lustre which
makes favourable components for a sculptural look, more than soft fibres like wool or cotton.
Because of these above mentioned qualities it stands in great contrast to other natural fibres and
again makes it an interesting material to work with as combining it with other natural fibres can
give many variations in texture (Richards 2012, p. 12).
The steel reflects the light beautifully. In shadow it acts like a colour, and in light it reflects a white
sharp and controlled shine. The monofilament on the other hand gives a shine that is more playful. Since it was placed in the warp and therefore all over the finished surface, it made the shine
very visible from every direction.
When working with floats in a weave it is advantageous with many shafts, long floats can be
made with satin weave to give the yarns space to withdraw and move. A decision was made not
22

to continue with floats because the expression was too soft and texturised. A curiosity of larger
size sculptural expressions was wanted since the soft expression already had been investigated
in Woven Knit. However, it was soon discovered that more than 8 shafts in the linen warp machine would have been useful. The linen warp was so thick compared to the chosen weft yarns
that difficulties emerged with making the weft visible with only 8 shafts. The panama weave
seemed like a good alternative between plain weave and satin, since the weft disappeared into
the warp with plain weave and satin made the fabric to soft and not able to hold its own shape.

Sculpting Techniques
“The material itself is full of suggestions for its use if we approach it unaggressively, receptively”
(Albers 2003). Just like Albers describes, this projects approach to shaping the textiles is like a
conversation between the material and the hand. The knowledge of material and construction is
the foundation for the outcome of the textile quality, but as an explorer of textiles much of the material combinations are new ground for the designer, and in that gap things happen that we can
not control. And that is where the material and the hand meet and work together.
In this project four ways of sculpting the fabric was tried out, noted here in chronological order:
1. wet finishing with yarns that change character in water, 2. mechanically by hand in wavy
shapes, 3. pleating, and 4. folding techniques.

1. Wet Finishing
Collapse weave, the technique that is explained in the introduction part, was tried with monofil-

Left and below: fabric in its natural state.
Material:
Warp: transparent monofilament
Weft: sections of wool/elastane and linen,
wool crepe yarn and,
unbleached linen and steel
Description:
The combination of this sparsely woven fabric with its different material sections creates
a subtle dynamic in its behaviour. The parts
made of wool and linen are softer, supported
by the stiffer parts made of linen and steel.
The fabric looks delicate and as if it would not
be able to hold itself up, but without forcing it
too much it can stand on its own.
Because of the various material sections the
fabric can be manipulated in different ways.
Either mechanically by hand, or with water.
Picture. 1
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Picture. 2

Picture. 3
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Wefts in picture: white linen, unbleached linen, stainless steel, wool crepe.
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Picture. 4

Picture. 5

Picture. 6

Wet processed - washed by hand and crinkled
Due to the satin binding the wool and linen is more visible on one side (picture 5) and the monofilament
more visible on the other (picture 6). The right side looks lighter as the monofilament reflects the light.

ament warp. Since this technique is good for a softer expression the monofilament worked as a
stable base. Sections of plain weave and satin in materials as wool/elastane, crepe wool and linen gave the fabric a dynamic look. The parts with plain weave held its shape while the wool/elastane yarn in the satin part shrunk in water and with some extra help from hands gained creases.

2. Wavy Shapes
The wavy shapes was transformed by nipping the fabric with the fingers, like massaging it. Just
by touching the fabric and the structure one could feel in what direction it was possible to shape
the fabric. The binding used was a 4/4 Panama, giving more stability than plain weave because
of 4 weft threads creating a line instead of one, but still not too hard to shape because of the
even setting of the threads. This technique was more suitable for the linen warp because doing
the same with monofilament made the wavy shapes less clear. The flexibility of the monofilament
do not permit the steel to keep a steady shape. This is not bad but might not be favourable if a
more distinct sculptural look is wanted.
Fabrics with linen material in warp and metal in weft, woven in plain weave were good for nipping
with hands, resulting in small scale soft and wavy round pleats. Fabrics woven with metal but in
Panama weave were stronger and harder to shape. Giving a similar expression to nipping but
more suitable for larger scale pieces since the structure prevented you from making small folds.
The shaping stayed the way it was shaped.
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Picture. 7

Material:
Warp: thick black and yellow linen
Weft: stainless steel and black monofilament
Panama weave. Small sample 15x30 cm.

Description:
After shaping the fabric the steel wants to keep
the shape while the monofilament presses it back.
Which results in softer waves.

Material:
Warp: transparent monofilament
Weft: copper and wool
Panama weave small sample
Description:
Easy to shape by nipping the fabric, the material
keep the shape easily and stays that way.
Picture. 8
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Picture. 9

Material:
Warp: thick black and yellow linen
Weft: stainless steel and a stripe of copper
Panama weave. Small sample 10x30 cm.
Description:
100% of metal in weft is of course easy to shape. And stays the way it is shaped.
Panama weave was a good choice for steady wavy shapes.
This was one of the samples that was used as inspiration for a larger piece. There was
an idea to scale up the copper stripe as a part in a piece that was 2,50 metre where the
copper stripe would be approximately 50 cm.
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Experimenting with scale and possible application areas.

Picture(s). 10
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Picture. 11

Material:
Warp: thick black and yellow linen
Weft: copper
Plain weave
Description:
Good for nipping with hands, resulting in small scale soft and wavy round pleats.
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Picture. 12

Material:
Warp: thick unbleached linen
Weft: stainless steel
Panama weave
Description:
Larger sample 40x90 cm, inspired by picture 9.
31

brass and yellow linen
steel and transparent monofilament
copper and steel

brass and steel

copper and brass
brass

copper

Picture. 13 a

Material:
Warp: thick unbleached linen
Weft: mixed metals
Description:
Panama weave, approximately 2 metre long sample. All metal colours at school were
tried and also mixed to get more colour samples to be compared how they stood in contrast to the silver coloured steel.
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Picture. 13 b

Material:
Warp: thick unbleached linen
Weft: copper
Description:
Panama weave. Larger sample 50x90 cm. The copper is softer than the stainless steel
and not as stable when shaping but was chosen anyhow because of all the metal colour
it stod most in contrast to the silver coloured steel.
The gold coloured brass was also an alternative but the combination of unbleached
linen, gold and silver drew the thoughts to church textiles so that was struck out. It was
a beautiful combination but not suitable this time, see picture 13 c and 13 d.
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Material:
Warp: thick unbleached linen
Weft: stainless steel and brass
Description:
Warp and weft dominated 8 shaft satin. Mix of first
pleating and then nipping the fabric against the
pleats to create wavy pattern.

Picture. 13 c

Picture. 13 d
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3. Pleating
The fabrics made of monofilament warp, and natural fibres were good for pleating. Because the
monofilament material is even and made of plastic which fixates in a pleating machine in heat
and steam. Pleating alongside the monofilament direction made the textile behave more flexible.
When pleating against the monofilament direction it was still flexible but much more persistent to
go back to its original form, behaving like an unruly teenager. Both of them went back to its original form since the pleats pulled themselves back.

Picture. 14

Material:
Warp: transparent monofilament
Weft: black linen and wool

Description:
Plain weave, two densities. The left one is more dense with 8 picks/cm and the right one is more sparse
with 6 picks/cm, pictures 15 and 16. Both are pleated alongside the monofilament direction, which makes
them pliable and soft. The sparser the quality and the bigger the pleats, the more pliable the fabric. The
sample to the left is more pliable and loose than the right due to the bigger pleats, even though it is denser. It was consedred not interesting to continue with since it has no ability to keep its shape. The right one
has 2 cm high pleats which turned out to be a perfect size to gain both flexibility and steadyness.
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6 picks/cm, pleats 2 cm.

Picture. 15

8 picks/cm, pleats 5 cm.

Picture. 16
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Picture. 17
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Picture. 18
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Experimenting with scale.

Picture. 19

Experimenting with application areas. Blinds or curtains maybe?

Picture. 20
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First attempt to pleat metal and linen, picture 21. Every second weft thread is stainless steel. This
gives a textile that is flexible because of the 2 cm high pleats. However, it is also possible to force
the fabric to confine to your shaping because of the metal weft. All the fabrics were woven in extremely sparse quality compared to what the machine is meant to weave. The sparseness makes
the fabric see-through and delicate.

Picture. 21
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Material:
Warp: transparent monofilament
Weft: unbleached linen, grey linen and stainless steel every second thread.
Description:
Plain weave. Pleated against the monofilament direction but easier to fold because of
the metal. Quality: loose and controlled at the same time.
41

Picture. 22

Picture. 23
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Pleating monofilament that is 0,15 mm against the filament direction was quite hard, and not possible to just place and press between two pleating templates. Although the material was sparsely
woven and relatively see-through it was too thick for the template. It was only possible to pleat
with a template if one was used underneath the fabric with clamps pressing it down from above.

Picture. 24
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Picture. 25

Material:
Warp: transparent monofilament
Weft: black linen
Description:
Plain weave, thickest density (10 picks/cm), pleated against the monofilament direction.
Quality: Stable, keeps the shape. Letting light through.
44

An attempt to solve this problem was made by putting thin metal sections of weft where every
pleat was supposed to be folded. This made the pleating easier and possible to pleat free hand.
Pleats in two different sizes with this technique was done. One yellow/black (picture 26-28) with
5 cm high pleats with stainless steel and brass every five centimetres. And one black gradient )
picture 29-31) with 2 cm high pleats with stainless steel every two centimetres.
The gradient works in the way that the sparser it gets the lighter the colour seem. And the sparser the construction the further away the weft threads get from each other. This means that equal
amounts of threads can not be used over the whole fabric if the pleats are supposed to be the
same hight. Therefore it needs planning and calculating to make the pleats the same hight over
the whole surface. Also, to change the density demands changing of cog wheels and gears on
the machine whilst weaving.

Picture. 26
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Picture. 27
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Material:
Warp: transparent monofilament
Weft black part: grey and light grey linen, stainless steel
Weft yellow part: yellow linen, brass

Picture. 28

Description:
Plain weave, thickest density, pleated against the monofilament direction.
Quality: Stable, keeps the shape for a while, but the metal has a memory which makes the
shape collapse after a while when it has been folded to many times at the same place.

Material:
Warp: transparent monofilament
Weft: black linen, stainless steel in each valley and mountain fold
Description.
Density: three different densities = three different shades. The darkest at the bottom
Quality: Stable, keeps the shape for a while. However, the sparser the fabric gets it creates
unwanted “waves” in weft direction.
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Picture. 29

Picture. 30

Picture. 31
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Picture. 32 a

Colour gradient
Material:
Warp: transparent monofilament
Weft: black linen, green/grey linen, light grey linen and stainless steel

Description:
Plain weave. Three different colours of linen was woven in equally long sections and pleats made as
valley folds to create depth in the piece.

The conclusion of pleating was that it was an interesting way to create shapes. The folds gives
the textile a sculptural hard look, but adds flexibiltiy to its character. Both important components.
Picture 32 a was an attempt to go up in scale with 10 cm high pleats. Since using metal and linen
in every second weft thread had been successful in terms of equal amount of shaping possibility
and flexibility, this was used to go up in scale. After taking it out from the pleating machine the
fabric got wavy (picture 32 b). This was something unexpected and seen as a failure at first but
the wavy shape made it possible for the textile to be more stable when standing on its own. On
the pictures the textile is turned in the direction that enhances the valley folds, if turned the other
side the colour sections enhances like mountain folds. The valleys were chosen because of the
visual depth it created as well as enhancing the construction more.
Here it was decided to do something more than regular pleats and change the scale. That was
when the idea came up to increase some of the valleys hight and to use ready dyed yarn because playing with shades with different densities as well as various hights of pleats seemed too
much of a complication in the same piece.
49

Picture. 32 b

The final piece is completely woven in plain weave, despite this the punch card was 20 metres
(picture 37 b) due to the rising hight of the valleys and the change of colour in the valleys (picture
37 a).
When the piece had been woven, hand pleated and taken out from the pleating machine the
most amazing discovery during the project was made. The textile was flat when removing the
wooden planks from top of it. But as beginning to lift up the folds and air was coming in between
the pleats the whole fabric started to move, shape and curl on its own. With a little help it was
placed in a position where it could be cooled down and “fixated”. Thus the final shape of the
piece (picture 32 c). I believe the reason that the material started to shape itself is partly because
of the polyeten plastic that has a melting point of 120 degrees. Which also is the temperature of
the steaming oven. Would the warp be polyester it probably would not have reacted the same
since polyester melt at 250 degrees.
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Picture. 32 c

4. Folding
As there has been tests made with pleats both in the direction of the monofilament and against
it, this folding technique meant folds in 45 degrees across the surface. Giving another dimension
to the pliability of the fabric. Pleating alongside a filament means the fabric will be more pliable
and pleating across it means it will be more persistent to go back to its original form. Examples of
forms that were considered interesting are displayed on the next pages.
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Picture. 33

Picture. 34
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Picture. 35

Picture. 36

Material:
Warp: transparent monofilament
Weft: black linen, black wool
Description:
Flexible and playful.
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4 Result, Presentation, Conclusions and Discussion
4.1 Overview all Textile Examples

Pattern calculation for pleated colour gradient with rising valleys.
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Picture. 37 a

Picture. 37 b

Punch card for pleated colour gradient with rising valleys.
Although the pattern is made up by only one binding, the punch card is extremely long due to rising
colour sections with unique number of picks.
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Dummy for pleated colour gradient with rising valleys.
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Picture. 38

Other Samples
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Warp: transparent monofilament
Weft: stainless steel
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4.2 Presentation, Examination and Exhibition at Textilmuseet

Picture. 39

Picture. 40
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Picture. 41

The three pieces are exhibited in such a way to try getting as much of a balanced composition
as possible in relation to eachother. One is hanging straight from the ceiling, one standing on
a podium and one being hung from the ceiling from two points in opposite direction giving it a
threedimensional exposure.

Display on Examination Day
Pictures 39-40 show the setting at the examination day when the graduation work was presented.
That day it was decided that an additional table with samples was a good idea to show the range
of samples as well as connecting the Power Point presentation to real samples that were able to
be analyzed and touched by the audience. The table was low so that it would draw as little attention from the main pieces as possible.

Display at Textilmuseet, Borås
Pictures 41-42 show the graduation exhibition at Textilmuseet with picture 42 showing the shadowplay of all three pieces. For the exhibition the table with samples was excluded in advantage of
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Picture. 42

an exhibition sign with an explanation, postcards and business cards. It was a common decision
that the focus of the exhibition should be about the final result. Samples in an exhibition without
glass covering would also be exposed to the risk of being stolen or destroyed.
At both settings five to six spotlights were used for the main pieces. One directly above the wavy
linen fabric to create dark shadows and therefore depth, and one from the front to cast shadows
on the wall behind. For the pleated piece on the podium one light source came from straight
above and the second slightly from behind to create shadows from the fringes on the side of the
podium. The black pleated textile was litten up by one lamp directly from above creating shadows on the white floor and one lamp from the side to cast shadows on the wall.

The Floor
The white wooden floor was a square of 2,70 x 2,70 metres which was a great size for an area
that was not supposed to be walked on, keeping the exhibitoin together as well as giving each
piece enough space.
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4.3 Conclusion and Discussion
Textiles with sculptural qualities can be used in several ways including decorative features in
public environments, screens or with right materials they might also be sound absorbing due to
their three dimensional shape and being decorative at the same time.
The samples that I think have worked out most beautifully are the the light weight and flexible
ones as well as the light reflective ones, where combination of material, density and construction
has given them pliable qualities. This makes it possible to shape and reshape them thus giving
the feeling that the fabric is working with the hands and not against it.
The textiles can be adapted after various spatial contexts and customer needs. They can function
as decorative art or as a product like a room divider, and create spatiality and ambience. When
the textile has another shape than flat or has the possibility of being shaped it gives more possibilities of adding an extra dimension to all the above.
Textiles that can be shaped can also be used as a tool to sketch in small scale. Making it possible to sketch with textile for textile projects.
Something that could be interesting to try is to customize the fabric to be site specific by weaving with specific yarns on the right places of the material. This might however be a more time
consuming alternative than making the same fabric for all kinds of needs, and something that is
leaning more towards art, since it is developed to be used in only one place. Which by the way
also could be a way to develop new materials.
In relation to the discussion during the examination, the opponent mentioned that the relation
to and the feeling of closeness to the material was very evident, which I see as a success. Because basically the whole work was about enhancing the quality of the materials. In relation to the
references, I believe this exam work has positioned itself well inbetween the gaps of textile art,
textile product, machine woven textiles and hand woven textiles. The technical knowledge is high
without loosing the sense for the artistic. The relation between the technical and artistic part is
well balanced thus bringing the worlds of industrial production and work of the hand together as
mentioned in the introduction.
What could have been pushed to be developed more is the sculptural expressions, as well as
balancing the time spent on the different sculptural techniques (1. wet finishing, 2. wavy shapes,
3. pleating and 4. folding). More courage could have meant more extreme ways of shaping the
fabrics. The four ways of shaping textiles in this project was a bit similar. A lot of time was spent
on pleating because of personal interest and satisfaction, and in the middle of the process it is
sometimes hard to evaluate if it is personal interest or for the interest of the research that one
stays in a particular method. The positive outcome though, of a the thorough investigation is that
much knowledge is gained in one technique.
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